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Subject: Re: Proof of Roger Stone supported acqui�al of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alterna�ve News
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/10/2022, 2:44 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>,
"michael@mypillow.com" <michael@mypillow.com>, "mike.lindell@mypillow.com"
<mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "MLindell@mypillow.com" <MLindell@mypillow.com>
BCC: Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>
Here is the documents Roger Stone received prior to the whole January 6 incident. The documents
under penalty of perjury. My son is actually innocent. The two documents were received by Roger
Stone on the communication system. The leaked information proves this was the communication
between my son and Roger Stone between December, 2020, and January, 2021.

On 05/10/2022 2:41 AM ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net> wrote:
Mike Lindell and Lin Wood,
My son wanted me to leak his past communication with Roger Stone as well as two federal
declarations proving that he did indeed try to push for a presidential pardon from Donald Trump.
Brian was on the list possibly but not in the condensed final list before Trump left office. This
communication records was kept secret from the public and all of you until now, Brian is tired of
people treating him like he is guilty. Brian wants people to know that Roger Stone still believed in
him, believed he was not given a fair trial and was politically persecuted by the federal Judiciary
and the Obama DOJ at the time. This communication leak proves it. Brian sent an federal
unsworn affidavit of being innocent, under penalty of perjury, willing to risk perjury, to prove to the
Executive Branch (Note: lying to The White House is a crime just like lying to Congress). So I am
emailing you everything Roger Stone had, and I am sure the January 6 incident screwed all of
that up. Brian never offered any money to Roger Stone, and Roger Stone never asked for money
to receive a pardon. All Brian did was file a declaration in favor of Stone at sentencing. Brian
cared about Roger Stone like he cares about other people. He is not guilty, he never was. He
has autism but he is not guilty, he is guilty of having autism. Autism is my son's true crime.
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/14515855/262/united-states-v-stone/ Autism gives false
confessions. Autism causes meltdowns in front of people like probation officers. Autism is my
son's only crime in America.
Brian sent affidavit with references to the evidence in his case and proof of judicial corruption.
Brian didn't want to leak this but Roger Stone had started ignoring Brian for quite a while now
this year, so I assumed that Alex Jones turned Roger Stone against Brian too. All we have is
what isn't destroyed of Brian's past activities of USWGO Alternative News and his past
communications. The proof of who Brian was before they set him up. That Roger Stone did
believe in Brian and did at least wanted to push for a pardon if not a full special counsel
investigation into the wrongful conviction of Brian David Hill. The manufactured evidence of guilt.
I'm sure the January 6 committee and the corrupt DOJ/FBI/NSA and CIA has all of Brian's
communications with Roger Stone. The bad guys have Roger Stone's private communications
with Brian and then Brian never got pardoned. Since people just want to believe my son is guilty
and don't want to believe he is innocent, I am leaking this information to you. Certain parts at the
top are redacted/blurred-out. Roger Stone never believed Brian was guilty. I and his
grandparents saw the alleged emule download dates from the discovery report. 11 months of
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that time he never even had his computer. There were no past alleged child porn download
dates. There is no evidence sufficient to have him diagnosed with pedophilic disorder and called
Brian anti-government for calling Senator Phil Berger a traitor. One corrupt government paid for
DOJ psychologist who works for the corrupt DOJ at Butner prison during the mental evaluation
tried to pull that stunt on the very same SBI report with 11 months in law enforcement custody.
However a private psychologist ruled out pedophilic disorder as not backed by evidence and said
that Brian was not that at all because the download dates were not long enough to prove that the
diagnosis had fit. Of course that psychologist did not have access to the SBI report but only the
Mayodan Police Report so he labeled Brian with "delusional disorder" instead. The only date it
started was when Robert Bridge hacked into my son's computer on July 20, 2012. They had his
IP Address months prior to the claimed investigation period. The Sheriff had his IP Address, the
town clerk Melissa K. Hopper and the town Manager Michael Brandt had his IP Address as well
as NC Senator Phil Berger prior to this magic child porn investigation. Brian emailed the police
chief as well with that IP Address. That email is sitting somewhere and may be almost
impossible to find today. They all had his IP Address in every email sent from
admin@uswgo.com. They all had his IP Address and had the ability and the timeframe to hack
into it.
The Set up of Reporter Brian D Hill - The timeline of events - YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqXdFFqDBhs
My son is innocent, he never got to review over his entire discovery material until after he falsely
plead guilty.
The Rutherford Institute should be helping my son. Some lawyer out there should help my son
whether it is the NCLU or any pro bono lawyers out there.
The proof is there. My son was set up, his Probation Officer felt that my son is innocent but
cannot do anything about it. The FBI agent wanted to help investigate my son's claims but his
boss told him not to. There is serious corruption and abuse against my son. Please help him in
any way you can. He is willing to risk retaliation and death pursuing the Lizard Squad child rape
and murder blackmail investigation. My son is willing to risk being targeted and murdered
because my son is innocent.
Thanks,
Roberta Hill
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